Abstract. In this paper, we present and analyze a framework for selfevolving autonomic services in a wireless nomadic environment. We present a disconnected network architecture, where users mobility is exploited to achieve a scalable behaviour, and communication is based on localized peer-to-peer interactions among neighboring nodes. Service management is achieved by introducing autonomic services, whose operations are based on a distributed evolution process. The latter relies on the concept of mating, i.e., the exchange of information (e.g., code, parameters, data) among service users, which collaborate to enhance their fitness, defined as the ability of the actual service to fullfill the environmental features. The core of the evolution process is given by the service mating policy, which defines the way the running code should be modified when mating with other users. We introduce a general framework for analyzing service mating policies and exploit results from martingales theory to study their convergence properties. In particular, we introduce two optimal policies, clone-and-mutate and combine-and-mutate, and analyze their convergence times through extensive numerical simulations, addressing the impact of various parameters (number of nodes, users speed, mobility pattern).
Introduction
The emerging of a novel pervasive computing environment imposes big challenges to the current ICT technologies, calling for novel paradigms of communication, computing and service provisioning. The Internet, as we know it, is going to explode, due to the tremendous amount of information exchanged among a massively large number of devices. This problem does not concern only the communication aspect, i.e., the ability of the network to carry information, but also the way in which the network is managed and administrated. New paradigms are needed to face the needs and features of this networking environment. In particular, autonomic communication systems are expected to represent one of the major technological breakthrough in the next decades, enabling the introduction of novel services and leading to a deep change in the way we interact with technologies nowadays [1] . The term "autonomic" comes from the computing 2 Autonomic Networks and Services
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We consider a scenario where the nodes of a wireless network are attached or otherwise assigned to a human user. They are the central part of the electronic "halo" that will surround the human being in the future, making life easier, more enjoyable and more secure. It is reasonable to assume that the majority of nodes in this halo will fulfill only primitive tasks like sensing the environment and will not be able to perform complex computing as it may be necessary for the rendering of 3D-graphics or database operations. A small number of complex multi-purpose devices will then be controlling the primitive embedded systems, gather and process their information and provide an interface to the user. This separation in the functionality of the nodes follows the technological constraints imposed by the size (and corresponding energy storage capacity) of the respective devices. In fact many of those tiny devices will be in part or totally passive, relying on the RFID principle. Consequently only the more complex nodes (named user-nodes in [3] ) will be able to exchange information among each other. The nodes of this network are mobile because users are mobile. In addition, the information that is being processed will be of local significance most of the time, which calls for a novel communication paradigm based on localized interactions among peer nodes rather than the conventional end-to-end approach. The access to a fixed Internet backbone is optional and will not be present all the time. If needed to provide a certain service, the user node is responsible for setting up the backbone connection. In addition, the kind of information that is going to be exchanged as well as the addressing (node ID vs. geographic address) will depend on the service running on the user node. All these considerations lead to a network model where we do not assume packet relaying between the nodes. All communication will take place in a single-hop broadcast. In result we see a fully distributed network of mobile wireless nodes without any backbone connectivity. Routing (or the rules of information exchange) will be part of the service. We are not anymore considering packet forwarding, but instead information flow between nodes of the network. Services are self-contained, i.e. they function out of themselves and get information through interaction with the environment. Two basic problems arise: The first one is that of a network-wide information exchange using only single-hop broadcast and the second problem is what we call the management problem. While the authors showed at least the solvability of the first problem in previous publications (using information filters inside example services) this paper is intended to lay the ground to solve the second problem. Management of a network usually involves different aspects like performance, configuration, accounting, fault, and security management. In traditional networks these tasks are performed in a centralized network management system (NMS). With the network model described above this approach is no longer feasible, and new concepts are needed.
Self-Evolving Autonomic Services
If we target the same level of efficiency of current centralized network management systems, the scenario outlined above represents an harsh environment for two key reasons. First, the nomadic network paradigm is designed to deploy services on large-scale networks [3] . Clearly, centralized management is out of question due to scalability problems with respect to the number of nodes and active services. Second, a large fraction of the information conveyed in such a network will have local scope, as in the case of the estimation of certain physical quantities (temperature, pressure) or activity detection on the battlefield, so that a distributed solution sounds more promising. Furthermore, since the nomadic wireless networking paradigm we propose is based on disconnected operations, this clearly clashes with the needs of a centralized controller. We believe that the adoption of evolving services, i.e. services that are able to configure, regenerate and perform optimization over time, is the natural solution to such challenge. In this way, no centralized management mechanism is needed, provided that we can enforce this mechanism for evolving and adapting services with a certain degree of robustness and reliability. Basically, the gain is that the network management is embedded in services and thus, since in the autonomic scenario services are users-situated, this calls for distributed operations and self-adaptation capabilities. Notice that, together with the end-to-end communication paradigm, we drop also the client-server semantics which is at the basis of the current Internet, replacing it with a novel paradigm, where services are carried on users' devices and evolve exploiting local peer-to-peer communications. It the rest of this work we will provide insight into some viable mechanisms to enable self-adaptation of autonomic services over the nomadic wireless infrastructure. Following some preliminary work by the same authors [6] , our proposed approach is based on some biologically-inspired techniques. In particular, we focus on evolutionary paradigms for services: services should evolve showing the ability to drift towards better performance, resembling what several biological entities do. The key mechanism is the exchange, through a mating procedure, of data/code/parameters with other users. In other words, we exploit nodes mobility to enable node cooperation, shaped as exchange of code and/or parameters, so that the overall effect is a distributed evolution process. The success of this evolution process is quantified through a standard metric. i.e. the fitness, which represents also the driving parameter of the mating process. In the next section we shall illustrate that it is possible to provide an abstraction of the concept of service evolution and to obtain, analytically and numerically, interesting bounds on the performance of the distributed evolution process.
view, the process of service evolution is completely transparent, since what it experiences, in reality, is the evolution of the degree of satisfaction to the actual service provided, i.e., what we call fitness. In other words, and in order to keep the analysis and simulation scenarios simple, we will model not the actual service evolution, but, rather, the evolution of the fitness value (i.e., satisfaction level) experienced by the various users. It should be clear that our approach is rather simplistic, in that it confines the service into a black box and just looks at its output in terms of fitness. On the other hand, the evolution of fitness as an outcome of the evolution of the service code is something which should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, whereas we are interested in getting insight into a more general framework. This is expected to provide useful information for the design of service mating policies, i.e., the algorithms that will actually drive the service evolution. In the following, we will provide, as examples, three possible service mating policies, derive the associated fitness mating functions (i.e., the functions that defines the fitness evolution process) and study their convergence properties. While this is not meant to be omnicomprehensive, it enables us to individuate stable and optimal service mating policies and to gain insight into the various factors influencing the design of an effective service mating algorithm. In particular, we are interested in understanding how some factors (i.e., the number of nodes, the nodes speed, the mobility model) affect the evolution process. In terms of fitness, we expect that services with a higher degree of fitness will have a higher chance to survive, so that, in the mating process, their genes (e.g., routines, code parameters etc.) are likely to be inherited by the offsprings. We denote the fitness level of user i at time t as I i (t), and assume that 0 ≤ I i (t) ≤ 1 ∀i = 1, . . . , N , where N is the total number of users in the network. We can group the fitness level of all users into an N -dimensional vector I(t) = [I 1 (t), . . . , I N (t)]. Assuming that the users requirements and the environmental features are slowly changing over both time and space dimensions,Î(t) will change only at the mating instants. If the mobile speeds is finite, the mating instants form a sequence {t k } k∈N . In general,Î(t) will then be a random jump process defined on a suitable probability space {Ω, F, P}. We denote by E[·] the expectation taken with respect to the measure induced by P. By standard arguments, we can transformÎ(t) into a right-continuous left-limited (càdlàg) process, that will be denoted by I(t). In order to study the system evolution, we can then limit our scope to the embedded process I(t k ), where t k denotes the k-th mating time. Please note that the mating times will be defined as a subset of the meeting times (i.e., the time instants two or more nodes get into mutual communication range), depending on the actual service mating policy employed (see below for the definition of the three cases considered). Also, note that the mobility models employed play a crucial role, in that they determine the intensity (and distribution) of the sequence of meeting times, and thus the convergence rate of the service evolution process.
We consider the following two random processes:
An easy sample-path argument leads to the following:
Lemma 1 X(t) converges to 1 P-almost surely if and only if Y (t) converges to 1 P-almost surely.
We then define the following:
Definition 1 A service mating policy is called stable if it leads to convergence of X(t) [Y (t)] with unitary probability.

Definition 2 A service mating policy is called optimal if it leads to convergence of X(t) [Y (t)] to 1 with unitary probability.
Please note that the condition of optimality is, in general, not sufficient for a mating policy to be efficient. How it will be discussed in the next section, we actually want a service that is able to converge fast to the optimal operating point, which actually regards the features of the transient behavior of the process X(·), while optimality here refers to a steady-state characteristic. Clearly, if would be desirable to have a service mating policy which leads to X(·) be a submartingale, so that we have convergence of the evolution process.
Further, the optimal convergence should be to a random variable with unitary mass at 1, so that the process of evolution will reach the optimal system operating point. We assume that the service of user i can be represented as a binary vector
The fitness is then taken to be
T . 1 The representation of the service as a binary string is fully general, in that it applies to any ICT service. This abstraction, while enabling a general tractation, results in a simplistic approach with respect to "real" services. This complies with the main focus of the paper, which is to gain a deep understanding of this distributed evolutionary process; the application of the proposed framework to actual services is not straightforward, and is left for future work.
We introduce the following service mating policies: 
. , v 2 (T )] is formed. Mutation is performed on this vector, by changing each digit independently with probability p (called the mutation probability). User 1 keeps its service unchanged.
To illustrate the fitness evolution process associated with such policies, let us consider the situation when two nodes, running the same service (but with different parameters), presenting fitness levels I 1 and I 2 , respectively, meet at time t k+1 . We assume, without any loss of generality, that I 1 (t k ) ≥ I 2 (t k ) and I 2 (t k ) < 1. 
φ[x, y] = (x, x + ξ) , clone-and-mutate mating policy,
, combine-and-mutate mating policy, (5) where ψ accounts for the combination operator and ξ is a random variable accounting for the mutation operator. From the structure outlined in the definition, it is clear that E[ξ] = 0 and E[ψ] = 1 2 . We are interested is in studying the convergence properties of the aforementioned policies. We assume that the initial fitness values are indipendently taken from a continuous distribution F 0 (·). We get the following results, whose proofs can be found in [8] :
Proposition 1 The clonation/clone-and-mutate/combine-and-mutate mating policies are stable.
Proposition 2 The clonation mating policy is not optimal.
Proposition 3 The clone-and-mutate mating policy is optimal.
Proposition 4 The combine-and-mutate mating policy is optimal.
Simulation scenario
In order to study the effectiveness of the distributed evolution process, we run a wide set of simulations using a freely available software tools [9] . We simulated, for the whole range of simulation parameters, the two optimal service mating policy outlined above, and took the mutation parameter p equal to 0.1. We denote by N the total number of nodes, and assume that they are constrained to move in a square of 2000 × 2000 m 2 . Each node is assumed to have a transmission range of 50 m, and IEEE 802.11b-compliant PHY and MAC protocols are used [10] . The nodes are initially dropped according to a uniform distribution on the square, and then start moving according to either a Brownian Motion (BM) or a Random Waypoint Mobility (RWM) at constant speed v taken in the set {2, 5, 10, 15} m/s. For the RWM model, the pause time has been set to zero; also since we are interested in the transient behavior of the fitness level, the speed decay phenomenon does not play a significant role in our scenario [11] . Please note that our simulation of RWM is not a perfect simulation [12] . Indeed, we do not start the simulation with nodes distributed according to the steadystate distribution, but, rather, with a uniform one. This does indeed represent a pessimistic assumption, in that, as it may be easily understood, a uniform distribution of nodes over the area of interest is the distribution yielding the lowest probability of having nodes connected to one another (or, alternatively, the highest node isolation probability). Nonetheless, we believe that such an assumption leads to meaningful results in terms of comparison of the performance obtainable with BM and RWM. For the BM model, a billiard-like reflection was used when the mobile reached the edge of the domain. The initial fitness values are drawn from a set of i.i.d. random variables having uniform distribution in the interval [0, 1]. What we are interested in measuring is the time to convergence, that will be defined in two ways. First, fixing a threshold ξ (in the simulation, we will use ξ = 0.95), we want to measure the time it takes for the average fitness level to exceed ξ. Formally,
we are interested in the time it takes for the all the fitness values to exceed ξ,
Further, the smaller such convergence times, the more efficient the evolution process and the ability of the service to adapt to rapidly changing environmental conditions. Indeed, while the framework outlined in the previous section was able to answer our questions regarding the stability (i.e., the steady-state) of the distributed evolution process, we did not get any quantitative result on the convergence time, that is what in reality impacts the user's perception of the service quality. The first issue we want to address is which of the two optimal mating policies described in the previous section is able to achieve the faster convergence. The results, in terms of 95% confidence interval for the convergence times, for the RWM mobility model are reported in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 for the clone-and-mutate and combine-and-mutate policies, respectively. It can be seen that the clone-andmutate has, in general, quite lower convergence times, showing thus higher ability to adapt to changing environmental conditions. On the other hand, the combineand-mutate is able to achieve interesting performance figures when dealing with high-density high-mobility scenarios, the most interesting cases for the pervasive environments we are targeting. The combine-and-mutate policy shows then to represent an interesting choice, and we are currently investigating whether more complex extensions of such a scheme can be actually used to speed up the service evolution process.
We also tested extensively the case of BM mobility model, which resulted in worse performance with respect to the RWM case. In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 we reported the convergence times for the clone-and-mutate and combine-and-mutate policies. The results are reported, in terms of 95% confidence interval, only for the cases of N = 75, 100, 125, 150 users moving at a speed v = 10, 15 m/s, because of the extremely long convergence times under such a mobility model. As it may be easily seen comparing these results with the ones in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 , the RWM model is able to achieve much better performance (almost one order of magnitude), in terms of convergence time. This phenomenon is worth some comments. In general, it reflects the fact that the inter-meeting times in the RWM are smaller than in the BM (see [13] for an extensive and in-depth discussion of such phenomena). However, the difference in the inter-meeting times statistics is not sufficient to completely understand the difference between the two. Indeed, an extensive analysis of the trace files shows that the convergence (in particular for the minimum value) is driven by a few nodes which keep isolated for a very long time. This comes from the well-known tendency of the BM model to "move around", without getting far from the initial location. Hence, if a node is very far from all the others in the initial distribution, it will take him a very long time before getting in contact with the rest of the population. Further, nodes will tend to remain in closed clusters; the evolution process remains localized inside the cluster and hence becomes much lower, since such a "local" evolution takes place over a small population. On the other hand, in RWM, nodes tend to pass through the center, and to meet more regularly with each other. In particular, a careful analysis of the trace files show that the time it takes for a node to get in touch with all other nodes is much lower in RWM than in the BM model. We might thus conclude that regularity in the traffic pattern helps in speeding up the convergence process. 
Conclusions
In this work, we have proposed a framework for self-evolving autonomic services in a nomadic wireless environment. Freely drawing inspiration from the living world, we outlined a one-to-one mapping from biology to services, and apply the concept of evolution by adaptation to obtain truly autonomic services, able to self-optimize and to self-adapt to changing environmental conditions. The core of this evolution process is represented by the service mating policy. We outlined a general framework for studying service mating policies, and exploited results from martingales theory to assess the convergence properties of the resulting evolution process. We considered three policies and showed that two of them, the clone-and-mutate and the combine-and-mutate ones, are actually optimal, in that they are able to reach with unitary probability the optimal operating point. These two optimal policies have been widely compared through extensive numerical simulations, leading to interesting conclusions in terms of performance impact of parameters such as the number of nodes, the nodes speed and the mobility pattern. In order to improve the present work, one direction of interest is to build a model for the transient behaviour of the evolution process, in order to get estimates (or, at least, bounds) for the convergence time of the fitness evolution process. Further, an open issue remains the characterization of the mating times sequence for different mobility models, in order to analyze the impact of the mobility pattern on the evolution convergence rate. Finally, we are currently investigating more complex extensions of the combine-and-mutate service mating policy, exploiting results in the area of GAs to find solutions able to speed up the convergence process in highly-dense highly-mobile networks.
